Kansas Undergraduate Research Day at the Capitol

Call for Submissions

When: Wed., Feb. 14, 2018

Where: Topeka, KS

Who: Undergraduate students from each of the Kansas Board of Regents Institutions

How: Submit your name, year in school, department, faculty mentor, project title, and 250-word abstract to ourci@ksu.edu by Dec. 18, 2017 at 5:00 p.m. Submissions should be Times New Roman, 12 pt font.

Questions?

Undergraduate researchers from all disciplines are encouraged to submit their application for the honor of presenting at the annual Kansas Undergraduate Research Day at the Capitol poster symposium. Researchers must:

* be undergraduates during the 2017-2018 academic year;
* have completed research under the guidance of a K-State faculty mentor;
* follow the methodology of the appropriate academic discipline;
* have research of sufficient quality to be presented at a professional academic meeting;
* have the skills, resources, and capacity to produce a professional academic poster;
* agree to undergo training and rehearse their presentations prior to the Capitol event.